SECOND STAGE WRITTEN TEST RESULT FOR CALLING CANDIDATES FOR DOCUMENT VERIFICATION

CAT NO. 03/04  
C.E.N. NO. 02/2010  
(GRADE : PB ₹ 5200-20200- GP ₹ 2800)  
Date of Issue of Result : 15/04/2014

NAME OF CATEGORY : ENQUIRY CUM RESERVATION CLERK / GOODS GUARD

On the basis of First Stage Written Examination held on 26/09/2010 & Second Stage Written Examination conducted on 08/01/2012 for the above mentioned post, the following candidates have provisionally qualified for being called for the verification of original certificates in support of their educational qualification, age, community and their original call letter / admit card, photograph, signature, etc. The candidates are directed to report for the above said verification on 09/05/2014 & 10/05/2014 at 8.30 hrs. in RRB Office, Divisional Office Compound, Western Railway, Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400 008 as per the schedule below. Candidates are being individually intimated. However, RRB will not be responsible for the postal delay or wrong delivery, if any. The Roll Nos, are given below horizontally in ascending order. The first six digits i.e. 241020 are common to all Roll Nos, hence omitted in printing after the first Roll Number.

DATE OF DOCUMENT VERIFICATION : 09/05/2014

24102031000001 31000011 31000014 31000018 31000026 31000041 31000042 31000045 31000046 31000053 31000069 31000070 31000072 31000080 31000082 31000094 31000095 31000110 31000124 31000316 31000329 31000363 32000001 32000003 32000007 32000027 32000030 32000050 32000076 32000086 32000113 32000368 33000001 33000003 33000013 34000025 34000029 34000030 34000038 34000043 34000047 34000048 34000052 34000068 34000069 34000079 34000089 34000090 34000102 34000117 34000121 34000124 34000133 34000159 34000170 34000188 34000199 34000204 34000214 34000232 34000250 34000273 34000284 34000311 34000327 34000333 34000336 34000347 34000356 34000367 34000375 34000378 34000405 34000928 35000004 35000008 35000010 35000012 41000144 41000155 41000174 41000205 41000216 41000220 41000229 41000231 41000248 41000253 41000259 41000261 41000268 41000269 41000278 41000286 41000296 41000312 41000318 41000324 42000138 42000146 42000154 42000162 42000185 42000214 42000223 42000235 42000247 42000260 42000294 42000306 42000320 42000321 42000323 42000341 42000361 42000362 43000044  
TOTAL-125

DATE OF DOCUMENT VERIFICATION : 10/05/2014

24102043000045 44000049 44000054 44000075 43000085 43000086 43000104 43000116 43000135 43000137 44000040 44000411 44000429 44000439 44000456 44000459 44000462 44000476 44000477 44000486 44000489 44000496 44000503 44000507 44000519 44000524 44000527 44000533 44000536 44000560 44000571 44000578 44000589 44000627 44000628 44000646 44000671 44000688 44000707 44000724 44000734 44000747 44000742 44000765 44000790 44000833 44000843 44000854 44000859 44000865 44000866 44000867 44000917 44000922 44000930 44000937 44000959 44000966 44000985 44000973 44001010 44001025 45000018 45000024 48000003 48000007  
TOTAL-30  
30% EXTRA

The additional 30% Extra Candidates are called as standby candidates and they will be considered for empannelment only if there is a shortfall in empannelment from the main list.

The candidates are required to bring all their original mark sheets and certificates including the original disability certificate issued by the Competent Authority. The candidates must produce their original matriculation certificate for verification of Date of Birth, Disability Certificate and Degree in specified trade from a Recognised Board / Institute in the event of verification without fail. If any of the above candidates does not receive the call letter, the candidate may check the Railway Recruitment Board’s Notice Board / Website and attend the document verification strictly on the specified date indicated along with all documents.

The candidates belonging to SC/ST & OBC should bring their original caste certificate in prescribed format. In case of OBC candidates the caste certificate should be current and not more than one year old and should have clause of Non-Creamy Layer.

Candidates should bring their original call letters of (I) First Stage Written Examination, (II) Second Stage Written Examination, (III) Call Letter for Document Verification. The Candidates should also bring photocopies of all the original certificates and documents including the original disability certificate issued by the Competent Authority for Document Verification. Any candidate coming for the verification without complete documents will be asked to return and their candidacy shall be liable to be cancelled.

Merely calling the candidates for document verification will not confer on them the right for employment in any Zonal Railway / Railway Organisation. While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the Railway Recruitment Board reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any.

IMPORTANT : Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and selection is based purely on merit of the candidates.

The details of the Document Verification of above result is displayed on official website of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai www.rrbmumbai.gov.in and also on NER’s Board of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai.
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